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How Ascension spiritual care 
is launching a startup to 
generate revenue, uphold our 
mission, and expand our 
impact
3 0  J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 9

When death comes
like the hungry bear in autumn;
when death comes and takes all the 
bright coins from his purse

to buy me, and snaps the purse shut;
when death comes
like the measle-pox

when death comes
like an iceberg between the shoulder 
blades,

I want to step through the door full of 
curiosity, wondering:

what is it going to be like, that cottage of 
darkness?

. . . 

photo by Mariana Cook, 2012

When it’s over, I want to say all my life
I was a bride married to amazement.
I was the bridegroom, taking the world 
into my arms.

When it’s over, I don't want to wonder
if I have made of my life something 
particular, and real.

I don’t want to find myself sighing and 
frightened,

or full of argument.

I don’t want to end up simply having 
visited this world.

—Mary Oliver, When Death Comes (1992)
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1. Why innovate for end of life

2. What makes Allay unique

3. What our service costs (i.e., how we 

generate revenue)

4. How might you innovate?

5. Q&A FEEL FREE TO TYPE QUESTIONS ANYTIME

OVERVIEW

Allay Care Services is an innovation project powered by Ascension.

It was designed by an Ascension chaplain to fulfill our mission and expand 
our impact – generating new revenue in the process.

All Allay associates are Ascension associates. 

All Allay’s revenue is Ascension’s revenue – but if it fails to generate revenue, 
Allay will close up shop. 
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Two ICU Rooms, 
side by side…

&

The Wishes    &    The Why

The Person    &    Their People

The Living at the End of Life    &    The Details That Begin with Death

The Way We Plan It & The Way It Actually Happens
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90% of people say that 
talking with their loved ones 
about end of life care is 
important. 

90%

27%

Think it's important Actually done so Source: The Conversation Project National Survey, 2013

27% have actually done so. 

82% of people say it’s 
important to put their wishes 
in writing.

82%

23%

Think it's important Actually done so Source: California Health Foundation, 2012

23% have actually done so. 
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We give people the opportunity & 
ability to have these conversations.

When we know what people want personally and 
medically at end of life, we accomplish two 
important evidence-based goals:

‘right-sizing’ end of life 
costs to aggregate 
genuine savings2

reducing human 
suffering and anxiety 
for your client & their 
loved ones1

.1 Johnson JR, et al. CritCare Med. 2014;42(9):1991-2000

2   ColaberdinoV, et al. J PalliatMed. 2016;19(6):622-5. 

1 2
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We aim to help people see that 
death is not a ‘medical event’
but a natural part of life that 
can be discussed in a genuine 
and honest way.

What 
makes 
Allay
unique
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Our guided conversations and process 
have been developed from years of 
experience on the front lines of 
hospital ICUs, trauma centers, and the 
ER, as well as palliative care, hospice 
and grief support.

 Facilitators are Masters-level educated board certified chaplains 
and licensed social workers at the top of their field

 We help people articulate their own values, never imposing our 
own 

 We are expert at listening for ‘the question behind the question’ 
and ‘the comment behind the comment’

We go beyond just the medical, integrating the 
personal and logistical aspects for a holistic and 
interconnected conversation

From the beginning, your client’s wishes and preferences 
& documented in their own words to create a fully 
customized portfolio of their decisions & values

Our process builds in time to reflect between 
conversations, and prompts that reflection with 
custom educational materials
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Each client chooses family members or other 
loved ones to join in the conversation – both to 
hear decisions and, when applicable, to help 
make them

Travel is not an issue, as all conversations can be 
done via phone or video conference

Everything happens at the client’s preferred pace –
whether complete in 2 weeks or 2 months

3 sessions involving 3 hours of focused 
conversation time and supportive educational 
materials 

The Allay Package

Customized CareDecisions Portfolio written in 
their own words taken from the sessions, as well 
as official forms their medical team will need.

CareDecisions Portfolio is delivered digitally, and 
can be delivered in print form upon request
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Samples from actual CareDecisions portfolios
used with permission

Describing my preferred 
atmosphere (music, scents, 
readings, prayers, photographs, 
movies, etc.)
“I’d welcome soft piano music without 
words (variety is important, both 
classical and contemporary). I don’t like 
violins. Piano is relaxing and in the 
background, it doesn’t have any words 
so you don’t have to pay attention to it.”

Recording what ‘quality of life’ looks like for me
“My quality of life depends on me being able to show love 
to and receive love from my family and friends. Everything 
else is just gravy.”

Recording guidelines for how I’m remembered
“I value simplicity, communication, and connection. If you 
organize my funeral around those three, you’re good.”

“This process made a difference. Now
I know what I want, and it’s recorded.
I made a copy for everyone in
my family.” 

—Lauren S., age 31, Florida
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Allay Care Services Process

Intro Survey Conversation 
One

Roadmap Check In
CareDecisions

Portfolio

Conversation 
Two
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A Look at Conversation One  60 minutes

1 Describing how 
you want to live at 
the end of your life

2 Naming someone to 
be your voice for health 
care if you ever can’t be 
your own voice

3 Clarifying your views 
on treatments at the end 
of your life 

4 Deciding what to do 
with your body when 
you’re done with it 

5 Guiding how your loved 
ones gather to remember 
you 

6 Settling important 
logistics for after you're 
gone NOTE these may require 
outside experts
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The CareDecisions Portfolio

Tangible document your client keeps on-hand

Wishes and preferences documented in person’s 
own words – fully customized

Includes all the official state health care agent 
and advance care directives forms with 
instructions for signing and witnessing

Can update at any time on their own or with 
our facilitator

Not just medical – covers personal preferences 
and desires

“It was a really good exercise of 
communication with my spouse. 
It’s a relief making my wishes known.” 

—Jeremy C., Tennessee
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A CareDecisions Portfolio allows a patient & their loved ones to have

Peace of Mind

Because their wishes are 
documented using their own 
words and personal values, 
financial resources and 
loved one’s time is focused 
on the right things.

By equipping their health 
care agents with decisions 
and explanations, they know 
their voice will be present 
even when they can’t speak 
for themselves.

They’ve documented their 
wishes for their loved 
ones & medical teams so 
they aren’t burdened with 
doubt or tough decisions 
on their own.

Clarity Confidence

They care for their loved 
one in they way that’s 
preferred, so they know 
where to spend their time 
and financial resources. 

Know they “did right” by 
their loved one – and they 
can grieve free of doubt 
and with healthy closure.

They don’t have to 
wrestle with questions 
during tough situations –
decisions have already 
been made in writing.

Patient

Loved
Ones

Retail
$650

REDUCED RATES VIA

Chaplain referrals

Financial Planner referrals

Employers (1st Responders, 
Teachers, Veterans, etc)

Ascension Associates

Hardship 

Product Pricing

Cost for entire experience, including at least 3 hours of focused conversation
time, supportive educational materials, and the CareDecisions Portfolio as well as 
all necessary official medical forms, specific to their state.
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Available for gifting

Allaycare.org/gift

All done online at allaycare.org

Signing Up

A seamless, easy system allows 
people to schedule all sessions at 
the pace that is best for them

If provided with a code, you will pay 
a reduced rate.
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1. What problem are you trying to solve?

2. Who sees it as a problem – and who doesn’t?

3. Who else is trying to solve it? (Your innovation might 
be the approach, or the bundling, or the pricing, or 
something else entirely…)

4. Interview everyone you can about the problem – as 
soon as you start talking about your solution, the most 
useful part of the conversation is over.

5. Could you do only this and all of this for much longer 
than you think it will take?

“How can I 
innovate?”

Making change in a large institution . . . Or anywhere

Don’t fall in love with a solution. Fall in love with a problem.

Make sure it’s a problem that your organization:
 cares about, 
 sees it can change, and 
 derives some benefit from solving.

Talk about the problem and the problems behind the problem. 
Fight the urge to pitch the solution. 

• People want to tell you their ideas about the solution you have in mind, but 
you’ll get ungrounded data – well-meaning noise and opinion. 

• Talk to people about the problems they’re facing and you get very 
grounded data.  

Stay rooted in the problem you’re solving during all the pivots.
• There will be pivots.
• They will test your resolve as a change agent.
• But if you’re in love with the problem, they’ll be (mostly) energizing.
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Change is slow.

Except when it isn’t. 

Making change in a large institution . . . Or anywhere

1. It will be slow – and not in the ways you 
expect

2. It will require partners – and you don’t 
always know which partner you need before 
you need them

3. Discern that which you can surrender and 
that which you orient yourself to – everything 
else is mud (good, fertile mud but messy)

Heads Up
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Many people aren’t sure 
where to start, or are 
overwhelmed by these 
conversations.

But they do want to have 
them, and we make that 
possible.

Which ICU room would your 
patients want their family in?

FYI

 HQ is Minneapolis MN

 Will be hiring BCCs/LISWs locally and ad 
hoc – strong desire for Spanish speakers

 Depending on demand, might expand in 
2020 or 2021 to where demand is 
strongest – potentially officing where 
Ascension has existing space

 Small percentage of clients prefer in person
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“I would say, ‘Don’t wait!’ These types of 
discussions can save your family from
un-needed stress and anxiety. Having a plan 
gives your family the freedom to grieve and not 
worry about what you would have wanted.”

—Amber A., Florida
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 Allay’s trained experts listen, explore, and document — so you and your loved 
ones have peace of mind about what matters to you for end of life. 
Everyone deserves comfort and dignity when they are ill, especially in their last days. But many people feel 
overwhelmed or uncomfortable talking about it before it happens. It can be hard to even know how to have the 
conversation. We are here to help. Allay Care Services knows how important it is to talk through what matters most to 
you, and what a real relief it is for those who love and care for you.

 Allay goes beyond the basics — and keeps you at the center. 
Often end of life health care decisions are totally separate from after-death care planning — and both too often neglect 
the ‘why’ behind your choices. Allay covers important medical care decisions and all the official forms that you’d 
complete in a doctor’s office. But we also walk you through everything from clarifying what ‘quality of life’ means for you 
to who will close down your online accounts after you’re gone. We also think through the practical aspects of caring for 
your body after death and how you’d like your loved ones to memorialize your life. And so much more. These 
conversations are shaped by your priorities and your wishes. Your own words are front and center, so when the time 
comes to use this information at and after the end of your life, your loved ones will know they are hearing from you 
about what matters most to you.

OVERVIEW

addendum

 Allay includes your loved ones (at your invitation) in the conversation — both 
to hear and to help. 
We know it can be really difficult to have conversations about end of life and after death with those most important to 
you. So Allay starts with you – your priorities and values – and then expands to include those of your loved ones you 
want to join the conversation. Our board-certified chaplains and licensed social workers facilitate this process from start 
to finish making it unique and personal. This live, dynamic, and person-centered approach is what sets Allay apart, and 
reflects our deepest Ascension values.

OVERVIEW

addendum
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A Look at Conversation One  60 minutes

1 Describing how 
you want to live at 
the end of your life

J U S T  O N E  E X A M P L E

how you define bodily comfort for yourself 
(blankets & pillows, room temperature, fan, massages, 
timing on bathing, etc)

A Look at Conversation One  60 minutes

1 Describing how 
you want to live at 
the end of your life

2 Naming someone to 
be your voice for health 
care if you ever can’t be 
your own voice

J U S T  O N E  E X A M P L E

informed, level-headed, and reliable: a health care agent 
and two alternates
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A Look at Conversation One  60 minutes

1 Describing how 
you want to live at 
the end of your life

2 Naming someone to 
be your voice for health 
care if you ever can’t be 
your own voice

3 Clarifying your views 
on treatments at the end 
of your life 

J U S T  O N E  E X A M P L E

what is the right balance for you between controlling pain & 
maintaining awareness in your last days

A Look at Conversation One  60 minutes

4 Deciding what to do 
with your body when 
you’re done with it 

J U S T  O N E  E X A M P L E

what should be done (or not done) with your remains and 
where should they ultimately be laid to rest
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A Look at Conversation One  60 minutes

4 Deciding what to do 
with your body when 
you’re done with it 

5 Guiding how your loved 
ones gather to remember 
you 

J U S T  O N E  E X A M P L E

what wishes you have for what should happen (or not 
happen) at a memorial service – as broad or specific as 
you’d like

A Look at Conversation One  60 minutes

4 Deciding what to do 
with your body when 
you’re done with it 

5 Guiding how your loved 
ones gather to remember 
you 

6 Settling important 
logistics for after you're 
gone NOTE these may require 
outside experts

J U S T  A  F E W  E X A M P L E S

closing down online accounts, arranging for the settling of 
your estate, paying for expenses at this time, arranging for 
gifting of heirlooms


